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Specialised fixings for mounting brackets will be required in certain situations and are not provided as standard. 
Steel items are not recommended for damp conditions such as shower rooms. 
Crystal finials and acrylic poles should not be positioned in direct sunlight, and are not suitable for use in conservatories. 
Brass items are supplied unlacquered and will tarnish over time. 
 
The Bradley Collection reserves the right to modify design and materials without prior notice as part of a process of continual 
product improvement.   Due to printing limitations, colours in this brochure may not be accurate. 

Products are protected by Design Rights, under provisions of Copyright, Designs & Patents Act 1988. 

Bradley®, The Bradley Collection® and       Logo are registered Community trademarks of The Bradley Collection Ltd. in Europe                  
and registered trademarks of the Bradley Collection, Inc. in the USA.
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WELCOME
I’m particularly pleased to present our new collections  

for 2019/20, where we have pushed the boundaries  

even further on colour and surface finish. Look out for  

some new ‘statement’ colours, with my particular  

favourite being Smoke, which looks especially stunning  

in our pioneering matte finish. 

  

Also, given the success of the Eclipse Electric collection, 

we are delighted to include wood and brass designs for 

the first time and to extend the choice of motor options. 

  

And a personal thank you to everyone who entered our  

Design Competition this year. Every entry was of the      

highest quality and we are thrilled to be featuring a number 

of these project images in this year ’s ‘little black book’.
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